
 

THE INTRIGUING LIFE OF A GREEK ORTHODOX PRIEST 
by Father Albert Demos. 

Father Al Demos ministered as a Greek 

Orthodox priest for 50 years. This memoir 

tells the story of his lifelong search for 

truth and meaningful awareness of the 

real world around him.  He shares his 

gained insight into the human experience 

and understanding of the frailties, 

strengths, imperfections and marvels of 

human nature. Important messages from 

Father Al are the common bond of all 

humanity and that life is not perfect but 

through it all life is a gift.  A very inspiring 

book.  

 

Author Albert Demos has long held the 

powerful desire to treat all human beings 

equally. The influence of a friend from 

early childhood carried him through 

many difficulties and instilled in him a 

deep desire to seek fairness and truth in 

all aspects of life. His is a journey that took him from the era of the Freedom Riders in the sixties 

through the tragedy of 9/11 and up to the election of the first African American president of the 

United States. Along the way, Demos gained insight into the human experience and understanding 

of the frailties, strengths, imperfections, and marvels of human nature. He recalls historical events, 

national controversies, and authentic struggles of the everyday people he has served over decades 

of ministry. Demos’s pastoral words urge all of us to see one another as siblings in our common 

bond of humanity. This memoir tells the story of one man’s lifelong search for truth as he sought 

meaningful awareness of the real world around him and within him. 
 

two copies in our Saint Andrew Church  Lending Library  
also can be obtained on amazon ($22.99) 

 

also see Fr Al Demos video .. on goarch web site   
Clergy Initiative Bonus Footage - Fr. Al Demos - Parish Council Nominee Training Video Series - Greek Orthodox 

Archdiocese of America (goarch.org) 

https://www.goarch.org/-/clergy-initiative-bonus-footage-fr-al-demos
https://www.goarch.org/-/clergy-initiative-bonus-footage-fr-al-demos

